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Fig 51, 7 allene columns

Holmes

Reduce to 3/4
West front
3. front annexe, mus
Grand double façade with large
folded feluca
Plain below, great central face
above with human figure on
brow with head against mediocrity
about. Panels at right and
left with two figures almost
in the round;
Bold open work on first tier
of upper body.
be a complete as the other,
potters set.

Any other primitive art
should be worked up with
the care
as skin dressing,
basketry, weaving.

The collection should be sent
to the Field Columbian Museum
Jackson Park
Chicago.

for W.K. Holmes, botanist.
East dormer needs fine detailing.

Godets on molding with allometry crossst + hieroglyphs.

Two monograms at ends of each dormer molding next sheet.
Fig. 51. Section of Temple of Tigres showing unique entablature profile, and parts not filled in with debatable restorations.

Fig. 52. Plan of Temple of Tigres, a gymnasionum wall, & hypokaiea.
Fig. 40. Section of nursery or palace, chichen itza, showing earliest portion c, with superstructures and additions at the right sides and left.
Fig. 28. Section of upper and lower temples, House of the Magnicians, Uxmal.

A. Steep stairway on east side about 60 feet high.
B. Doorway to upper temple, now broken down; lintel restored.
C. Doorway to lower temple. Upper steps of stairway restored.
Long vertical dotted lines indicate probable wall faces.
Fig. 37. Plan of nunnery or palace, indicating probable stages of growth. The black represents the nucleus, the grey, the first addition, the white the second addition.

Fig. 38. Sketch of southwest corner of nunnery or palace, showing breach in enclosing masonry and char of inner wall.
Fig. 26. Section of Temple of Tigers, Showing Unique Entablature Profile.

Facade of upper structure and front face of vestibule vault above the middle of the column are restored. The lines should have been uniformly dotted. Facade of lower structure may not have occurred as here indicated, for there is a possibility that other chambers existed to the right of this.

a. Section of Gymnasium wall—dotted area.
b. Hypothetic continuation of stairway.
c. Serpent column and outer chamber or vestibule.
d. Sanctuary, entered by pilastered doorway with three wooden lintels.
e. Lower Temple, with sculptured columns and walls.
FIG. 46. SECTION OF NUNNERY OR PALACE, CHICHEN-ITZA, SHOWING EARLIEST PORTION, c, WITH SUPERSTRUCTURES AND ADDITIONS AT THE RIGHT AND LEFT.
FIG. 4. SECTION OF TEMPLE OF TIGERS SHOWING UNIQUE ENTABLATURE PROFILE.

Facades of both Temples above the middle of the columns, are...
West side of house East wing

28 ft
plan

Corner face 3 ft plus

Small windows

9 ft 61 of door
Over view

stairs incline 1/2 34 to foot 9
Great roof with plain walls, massive structure in every way, probably unfinished. 4 pairs of rooms, all arches, unusual cemented. Covers of mud brick 20 x 24 ft, about 15 ft high.

48 ft across each end, well cut stone boxy, set in course solid filling.

Central part not solid with considerable projection with slightly sloping roof with rounded corners on each facing Gig Scale. Roof level to incline with cornice. Whole height 18 ft on walls.
Fig. 43. Section of Round Tower or Caracol with its terraces and hypothetic profile of summit of lower portion of turrets.

Fig. 44. Plan of Round Tower or Caracol with its terraces and stairways. Dotted surface upper platform.
Round Case

Profile of base/terrace
cause of masonry

Alamo trees, poplars, bullpans

Bejrees plant with centipede
Passage through the turtle at curv. surface

Length about 10 ft.
East & West

Opening from a little north of west
Opposite end face broad end
openings in each wall mean equidistant and in two walls are varied a few feet.
a. To
b. Lift vertically
c. Lift horizontally
d. Lubricate

Relation of

a. Lift b. Release
c. Return d. Lubricate

5-62
Pulch. bench about 4 ft higher than mind

About 30 ft
Circa 6 ft. lot of arc in about 28 ft.
Total channels about 36 ft. 40 ft.
Spiral would have to wind 6 ft. farther to strait
end of water course.
Rome 20ft high and with hemic arch as usual save eth which is 50.

Front door

Wall 29 ft

For details of surface & weldings see photos of front which has a plan above and the upper front which has a fine line containing two footings for wall which has 2 Choked areas.

One metre smaller from line.

All plastered but some Kingdom off.

This end is unroofed leaving the coves behind for two feet.

The arch outlines showing.

Possibly a smaller room round.
The second story, the portion shown 3 doors on the front, is this portion of the earliest building as is exposed to nearly the full height at the W. Corner where the massive terrace is broken away.
Nunm [Foot] Long

XX fragmental decorah in niveau. Storey above.

Oor the access

Front of Sukunclud

Bedrock first floor

Print my pret. Some back in ruins

Back
Next year look in wood

"The prism"

Jan 17
fire upon sth. twice

around 500 yds off

all please wells
The Dance

The Dance etc.
3 masonry supporting rings, heavy calls.
7 cut pine perron beams.
Flies in m. side facing castello.
Comes out facing a little east.
Castello - must quite once around.

4 windows.

Column.
Inner 4 outer wall about 4 ft.
Stone 8 should be looked.
To judge is 3 inches.
Round Tower

[signature]
Country from dust they come.

Since these people come and are gone with all they built some.